
 

COMMUNITY OF OWNERS 
URBANISATION CABALLO BLANCO – EL GATO 

Agenda for Committee Meeting to be held at C/ Compás de San Juan 10, Coin at 
10.30 on Thursday, October 10, 2013                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

 
 Welcome 

 
 Present: 

 
 
 
 
 

Ana Belén Bañasco de la Rubia – administrator, secretary and 
auditor (AB) 
Gunilla Pedersen (GP) vice president and treasurer  
Eva Wern-Edvardsson, president (EW)  
Margret Brühlmann (MB) 
Max Öberg, vice president (MÖ) 
Jean Bergvall (JB) 
 

 Non present: Juan Antonio Molina (JM) 
 
 
 

1. Minutes from June 28, 2013. 
 

a) The minutes of the last meeting had been circulated. Meeting on Sept 12 was  
cancelled due to Ana´s doctors appointment and overall agreeing not much  
had happened and no decisions needed to be dealt with at that time. 

 

  
2. Business Arising from Annual Meeting and last meeting except projects 

 
a) Drawing showing where the new lampposts can be placed has been sent to the Town 

Hall. 
First version given to Ana to forward to Town Hall in July. Second in August. Meeting 
took place on Oct 9 (se 5.g below). 

b) Tell the Ayuntamientot to cut grass etc. in Zona Verde (Ana). Reminder from Ana again 
on Oct. 9. 

c) Small roof over notice board. To be installed in winter. 
d) Some tubing and cables outside EG21 to CB9 reported by Jean. Can be dangerous and 

let Inbradi have a look so it is not any danger. Inbradi will look it was decided on 
meeting with them on Oct. 9. 

e) New reminders to Devoy, Sarginsson and Radcliffe sent in July and Hammarlund  in 
September. Meeting with Sarginsson on Oct 10 not very successful.  

 
3. Incoming Correspondence: 

a) 28/6 Letter from Geoff Dunkley about grating at entrance of Urb. and illegal 
connection  

b) 1/7 Letter from Jan Östenius re. growth on their wall 
c) 5/7 Report on repair done of the gratings at Caballo Blanco entrance 
d) 10/7 Comments from Geoff Dunkley about the Minutes from June meeting 
e) 12/7 Pictures from building of EG1 from Sören Holmsten 
f) 17/7 Offer from Juan the Gardener of new mirror for CB and a new grating to the 

hazardous drainpipe at lower EG entrance. 
g) 17/7 Letter from Geoff Dunkley re earlier questions 
h) 22/7 Everybody ok with mirror and grating so decision to go ahead and order was 

made 
i) 6/8 New mirror put in place as well as new grating at lower EG  



 

j) 28/8 Information from Endesa that they have gotten our letter from May 30, second 
letter from us on the question of illegal connection of EG9. 

k) 14/9 From Geoff in EG 18; question about Endesa. 
l) 16/9 Complaints from neighbours about leaving dog poo in the garden of top of CB. 

We need a sign to inform about taking the dog poo to the basura. 
m) 16/9 Offer from the gardener for extra work to get to the water tanks and to get the 

wall higher at the little garden between EG21 and 18 so not to get water and waste into 
the steps. Also a grating at EG32 instead of cement lid to avoid overflowing 

n) 25/9 Thanks for answer to Geoff in EG18. 
o) 4/10 Question from Anders about the responsibility of walls between plots. Every 

owner should build their own fence is a ground rule. 
1. If you build on your land it is your own and you have to maintain 
both sides. 
2. If it is built between two plots and one has built it, it will be owned 
half and half after 4 years. That means each have to maintain each side. 
3. If you do not want to share – build the wall on your own on your 
own land.  
4. If a wall is very old, and maybe in a slope and it seems to be 
crumbling on your side, you may build another wall to support the old 
one on your side. But you can never build upon on old wall. 
4. If the wall is built in a slope and the lower part starts to dig into the 
wall to make their terrace bigger, he is responsible for repairs, even if it 
is not his own wall. 

   
4. Outgoing Correspondence: 

a) 29/6 Report to John Newton about the gratings at entrance 
b) 29/6 Letter to Jan Östenius about growth over their wall 
c) 29/6 Letter to Börje Tägt about the neighbouring problem 
d) 29/6 Letter to Geoff Dunkley about questions asked 
e) 7/7 To Jan Östenius about growth over their wall 
f) 7/7 To John Newton that the grating has been mended 
g) 12/7 Thank you to Sören Holmsten for pictures 
h) 16/7 Reminders to Sarginsson, Devoy and Radcliffe yet again 
i) 17/7 To Geoff Dunkley; answer to questions asked 
j) 25/7 First draft of new street lights delivered to Ana’s office by Max for Town Hall 
k) 29/7 Revised draft to Ana´s office from Max  
l) 19/9 Answer to Geoff in EG18 
m) 22/9 Reminder to Christer Hammarlund in CB29 about annual fee for 2012-13. 
n) 10/10 Meeting with Sarginsson where he states he has no money.??? 
   

5. Projects 
a) Old street lights (Max): No problems during the summer. 
b) New street lights and budget and streets budget (Max): First drawing of street 

lights sent to Town Hall for their information and for further discussion in July 
after numerous comments from committee members. Second suggestion to 
them in August. Meeting with Town Hall about the project (se 5.g below). 

c) Water tanks (Jean): Still we have taken samples three times each week. 
Everything good. It is now a year since we started with the improved water 
tanks and we need to clean them at the beginning of next year. The path up 
there is terrible and dangerous to try to use. Loose gravel makes it hazardous. 
More steps need to be added to be able to get up there. (see 7.c  below) 

d) Gardeners (Margret): The gardener has done a good job during the summer. But 
a lot of time needs to be used for watering. 

e) Streets maintenance (Ana): Nothing new. 
f) Grant projects (J A Molina) -pending 



 

g) Ayuntamientot (Ana):  A meeting was arranged on Oct 9 between Juan Carlos 
Santos (JCS)(Ayunt.) Juan Corez  (JC) (Inbradi) Ana, Eva and Max to talk 
about different things including the streetlights project. JCS explained that: 
 

1. The Town Hall was going to improve the street from Lidl to La 
Trocha and up to the Vivero with trees every 6 meters, bushes and 
perennials. There will be sidewalks of 1,5 m width. They plan to have it 
finished by next summer. The work will also include levelling our 
entrances and putting in rain drains and also the new and improved 
basura area.  
 
2. Inbradi will do a technical description over our streetlights project 
and roads. After that this report will be added to an application to the 
Junta de Andalucia together with a signed agreement between the Town 
Hall and The Urbanization. It is a EU-grant we want to get for 
improving very old streets and streetlights so to save energy. This will 
be sent in December at the latest and the Junta will answer in two 
weeks time. If we do not get the money we will not have to pay either 
Inbradi or the Town Hall for their work. We need to pay some part of 
the work, probably for some materials, we are not sure yet how much. 
But it seems to be a fair deal. The grant has to be decided on this year´s 
budget of EU. Our existing streetlights may be too low for the standard 
nowadays. Mijas has done this kind of project and used a lamppost 
called Hevilla where you might how it looks. 
 
3. We have a reported rat problem down at the Basura. Town Hall will 
send Plagas Urbano to deal with the problem. If you after that see dead 
rats, please call the Ayuntamiento (dustmen) to pick them up. 

 
6. Financial Report 

a. Bank balance –7 330€ plus the 10 000 € in savings account: report from 
Gunilla. Most people pay their Urb. Fee late in the year but the costs are 
coming each month. Maybe we should have some kind of incentive to get 
earlier payment? 

b. Debts list- report from Gunilla (see below).  
c. Solicitors’ letters – Debtors, report from Ana Belén.  Nothing more to report 

but that EG12 has now not paid for three months.  Maybe a bank problem or 
not. 
 

NOT PAID FEES  07.09.2013             
    2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006   
CB 10 DEVOY 440,00             440,00 
CB 29 HAMMARLUND 440,00             440,00 
EG 9 RADCLIFFE 440,00 440,00 330,00 130,00       1 340,00 
EG 12 MARTIN     330,00 330,00 300,00 155,00   1 115,00 
EG 19 SARGINSSON 440,00 440,00 330,00 330,00 300,00 200,00 100,00 2 140,00 
GAR LARA 66,00 66,00 49,50 49,50 30,00     261,00 
                    

  TOTAL 1 826,00 946,00 1 039,50 839,50 630,00 355,00 100,00 5 736,00 
 
7. General Business 

a. Web-site matters  



 

1. Website has been updated with Minutes from last committee meeting and 
various information; Pictures of our new notice board, our new lid on well, 
our new mirror and grating. 
 

b. Inbradi´s help to get the illegal connection cut. Inbradi is going to Malaga 
Endesa office on Monday if nothing has happened. 
 
c.  We got offer from the gardener for different items, among them some gratings 
and a higher wall up between EG21-EG18 and improvement of steps up to the water 
tanks. Decisions needed. Decision was made  
 

 To get the wall higher at the steps between EG21-EG18 so not to get 
watering or rain water just to mess up the steps.  

 
 To get new steps up to the water tanks so it may be possible to go up 

that way and take the samples we are required to take. 
 

 There is also a grating missing outside EG32. Now there is a stone 
placed there which can cause overflow. We need another. Also 
somebody has stolen one outside EG17. We should investigate the 
possibility to have gratings made of cement rather than iron, as iron is 
very desirable to steal. 

 
d. Are there need for more mirrors on the roads. Suggested by Max another at 
CB32 and some at EG4 and EG7 – and up at EG16. Decision to have this question 
pending due to our projcects. 
 
e. Aytuntamiento: Entrance to the Urbanisation and road -> cars get scratched 
underneath. Also the lid on the basura is not closed. Rats as big as cats has been seen. 
(Se 5.g above) 
 
f. During the meeting LARA, Rafael Jimenez, owner of the garage in El Gato turned up. He is 
paying 15 € every year for the annual fee (which was 15% of our original fee). As we have 
increased the fee, he stills pays the original. He expllained that he has talks with the Town Hall 
to try to legalize the Garage, but he did not think he would succeed as the Garage is in a Zona 
Verde. He still will pay the 15 € as a token of his good will. If he will have to tare the garage 
down, the committee thinks it should be put to the AGM to write off the debt. 
 

Meeting ended at 12.20 
 
We all thanked Margret Brühlmann for her service to the committee and the Urbanization. She 
and her husband have now sold their house after more than 20 years in Caballo Blanco and are 
moving back to Switzerland. 
  
8. Next meeting will be Nov. 7 and Dec. 5 at the same place and at the same time. 
 
 
 
 
 


